Abstract: Metastasis is a complex process that propagates cells from the primary or initial site of the cancer occurrence to distant parts of the body. Cancer cells break from the cancer site and circulate through the bloodstream or lymph vessels, allowing them to reach nearly all parts of the body. These circulating tumour cells (CTCs) contain specialized metastasisinitiating cells (MICs) that reside in the biological heterogeneous primary tumour. Researchers have hypothesized that metastasis of renal cell carcinoma is initiated by circulation of MICs in patients' blood and bone marrow. Based on the cancer stem/progenitor cell concept of carcinogenesis, understanding the molecular phenotypes of metastasis-initiating cells (MICs) in renal cancer could play a vital role in developing strategies for therapeutic interventions in renal cancer. Existence of MICs among CTCs in renal carcinoma has not been proven in large scale. However, some studies have reported that specialized markers are found on the surface of circulating cells from the primary tumour. In mice, MICs have been isolated from CTCs using such markers, which have then been transplanted into xenograft model to show whether they give rise to metastasis in different organs. Considering these findings, in this review we have attempted to summarize the studies connected with MICs and their gene expression profiles that are responsible for metastasis in renal cancer.
INTRODUCTION

Renal Cell Carcinoma (RCC)
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common epithelial malignancy of human adult kidneys, accounting for 3% of all neoplasms. At 40%, RCC has the highest mortality [1] . The most important prognostic factor in RCC is metastatic dissemination of disease. Approximately 30% of patients with RCC will be diagnosed with metastatic disease, and 60% of these patients will die from aggressive disease and metastases [2] . Within Europe, 42,000 patients are diagnosed with RCC, and 25,000 of these die each year.
Immunotherapies such as interferon (INF)-α and interleukin (IL)-2 have been used for decades in metastatic RCC treatment but have provided positive effects in only 10 -20% of cases [3, 4] . For the past ten years, clinical studies have used targeted molecular therapies such as orally administered sorafenib, sunitinib, pazopanib and tivozanib (receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors), as well as mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors (everolimus and temsirolimus) for treating patients with RCC. First-, secondand third-line treatments have shown some positive results. However, continuous treatments with these drugs are associated with a high incidence of toxic effects and resistance [5, 6] . The targets of these agents are the signalling pathways *Address correspondence to this author at the Molecular Oncology Laboratory, Clinic of Oncology, Military Institute of Medicine, ul. Szaserów 128, 04-141 Warsaw, Poland; Tel: + 48 -790763164; Fax: + 48 -22 -610 -30 -98; E-mails: mkhan@wim.mil.pl, imrankhanbioinfo@gmail.com responsible for angiogenesis and cancer-cell proliferation. The clinical response is very low, and five-year survival of patients with metastatic RCC is only 10% [7] [8] [9] .
Tumour-Initiating Cells (TICs) in Renal Cell Carcinoma (RCC)
Increasing evidence shows the existence of small populations of tumour-initiating cells (TICs) or cancer stem cells (CSCs) that reside in the vicinity of the heterogeneous mass of the tumour. TICs have been identified in melanoma [19] and many solid tumours, including brain [10] , breast [11] , prostate [12] , ovarian [13] , colon [14] , gastric [15] , pancreatic [16] , head and neck [17] and liver cancers [18] . Like normal stem cells, these specialized tumour regenerating cells share common properties and can be characterized by their ability to self-renew and their capacity to form serially transplantable tumours in immune-deficient mice. On the basis of different protein expression on the cell surface, cells such as CD133, CD105, NCAM, selecting side population (SP) can be easily isolated and identified through aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1) and rhodamine 123 (Rh123) dye activity [20] [21] [22] [23] (Fig. 1) . During conventional treatments such as radiation and chemotherapy, these cells are not targeted and are responsible for resistance. Afterward, treatment failure results in patient relapse. Currently, there are no efficient treatments for TICs. However, a number of pre-clinical trials have been performed using different therapeutic approaches to halt the proliferation of TICs. These therapies include induction of cell differentiation and blockage of TIC maintenance pathways [24] .
TICs have been identified and isolated from RCC patients and cell lines using mesenchymal stem cell marker CD105 (endoglin) [25, 26] . To evaluate the tumorigenicity of the isolated cells, CD105 + (1x10 6 ) and CD105 -(1x10 6 ) cells were transplanted subcutaneously into severely compromised immunodeficient (SCID) mice [25] . CD105 + populations showed induced tumours in 100% of cases (10/10). In contrast, 10% tumour incidence (1/10) was observed with CD105 -cells. These cells appear to be important in RCC since angiogenesis is critical for tumour growth and development of metastasis, and CD105 is a membrane glycoprotein that is highly expressed in activated endothelial cells associated with angiogenesis. CD105 protein is part of a receptor for TGF-B1 and TGF-B3 that promotes cell proliferation and differentiation. Moreover, endoglin expression was inversely correlated with Tumour-Node-Metastasis (T-N-M) [27] . Thus, endoglin could be a marker of tumour neovascularization and provide prognostic information in RCC development.
Others have also identified TICs using Hoechst 33342 dye as epithelial side population (SP) in malignant RCC human kidney tissue [28] . SP population cells demonstrated greater potential of colony-forming efficiency. They were enriched for high proliferation in culture conditions and stem cell-like characteristics. Additionally, spheres derived from culturing single cells of RCC cell lines were enriched for cancer stem-like cells [29] . These sphere-forming cells were able to self-renew in in vivo and in vitro models and presented higher expression of 'stemness' genes and resistance to chemotherapeutic agents and radiotherapy compared to monolayer-adherent cells. Recently, Huang et al. [30] reported cancer stem cell-like cells with SP phenotype using Hoechst 33342 dye in human primary RCC cell lines. Less than 5% SP population has been reported in all studied RCC cell lines. Sorted SP populations have high expression of ABCB1, ABCG2 and ABCC1 proteins and are resistant to chemotherapy and radiotherapy. However, pre-treatment of SP cells with verapamil, an ABC transporter inhibitor, reversed drug resistance, thereby demonstrating that the ABC transporter could be responsible for drug resistance [30, 31] . Moreover, cancer-testis antigen and HSP40 family member DNAJB8 were important in maintaining the TIC/CSC phenotype of the SP population in RCC cells, and overexpression of DNAJB8 increased the percentage of SP cells [32] .
CD133 has been investigated as a putative stem cell marker in many solid tumours, including RCC [21, 33] . A small population of CD133 + cells have been found in RCC and characterized as renal resident progenitor cells [26, 34] . CD133 + cells were able to differentiate into endothelial and epithelial cells. Therefore, a low number of CD133 + cells in RCC might be an early event in stem cell differentiation and possibly in malignant transformation. In addition, when undifferentiated CD133 + cells from RCC were subcutaneously transplanted alone into SCID in mice, the mice did not give rise to tumour formation, suggesting CD133+ are not TICs. However, when co-transplantated with renal carcinoma cells, CD133 + progenitors fostered tumour engraftment, growth and development. The tumours formed in vivo demonstrated that CD133 + derived endothelial cells were able to form functional vessels enriched in human HLA class I connected with the mouse vasculature. This showed that CD133 can contribute to the growth factor stimulation necessary for angiogenesis [34] . The expression level of CD133 in RCC patients biopsies were not correlated with clinical pathology and prognostic significance [35] .
The chemokine receptor CXCR4 is a putative stem cell marker, and its increased expression has been recently reported in renal carcinoma [36, 37] . Two RCC cell lines derived from the primary and metastatic site were used to demonstrate that high expression of CXCR4 is associated with a more tumorigenic cell line [38] . RCC cell lines derived from the metastatic site were found enriched in CXCR4 + cells and capable of forming larger spheres in vitro, generating more tumours in mice when compared with CXCR4 -cells [24] . These results demonstrated that CXCR4 + cells as a TIC subpopulation the differences in CXCR4 expression reveal differences in the TICs content in RCC cell lines. Moreover, CXCR4 + cells exhibited greater resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors and expressed other 'stemness' associated genes. Surgical biopsies of the RCC patients confirmed that the high expression of CXCR4 has significant prognostic value and therapeutic importance [35] .
The ability of stem cells to efflux dye such as Rhodamine 123 (Rh123) can be used to analyse and isolate these cells with progenitor characteristics [39, 40] . Based on Rh123 staining, RCC cells were characterized as Rh123 high and Rh123 low cells in a recent study [39] . Serially transplanted [41, 42] . This could explain the different biological characteristics of RCC compared to other cancer tissues.
Other markers have been analysed in RCC. PodeShakked et al. [22] [43] . ALDH1 activity analysis revealed that SP populations from metastatic RCC cell lines have higher levels of activity for ALDH1 compared to NSP (non-side population). ALDH1 + cells also showed higher sphere-forming ability, self-renewal, tumorigenic and expressed higher mRNA levels of stem cell associated genes [43] .
In summary, CD105, CXCR4 and ALDH1 activity could be suitable targets for identifying tumour-initiating cell markers in RCC [24, 25, 43] . (See Table 1 .)
Metastasis-Initiating Cells (MICs) as Circulating Tumour Cells (CTCs) in RCC
High cancer-associated mortality is mostly due to tumour metastasis. The term metastasis is used to indicate the successful dissemination of tumour cells from the primary tumour site to other parts of the body. Recent findings indicate that circulating tumour cells (CTCs) could contribute to metastasis [44] . The discovery of novel biomarkers for identifying CTCs in many human cancers has provided a novel way of understanding tumorigenesis at the cellular level. The mechanism of the formation of metastasis is comprised of three events: (1) A group of cancer cells detach from the primary tumour. (2) The CTSs circulate to distant parts of the body via the bloodstream or lymphatic system and adapt to the new environment. (3) The cells then settle in the new location to proliferate and colonize, giving rise to a metastatic tumour. However, this process is highly inefficient, as numerous disseminated cells die during migration, and some remain dormant for several years [44] . Because metastasis occurs through CTCs, examining these cells could lead to future research directions and help realize the cells' clinical potential in RCC treatment and diagnosis.
The clinical relevance of disseminated CTCs in the blood stream of RCC patients remains a controversial subject, as the biology of these cells has been poorly understood [45] . Investigations in patients with different tumours have assessed the prognostic value of disseminated epithelial cells in bone marrow and peripheral blood detected by immunocytochemistry using anti-cytokeratin antibodies [46] [47] [48] . Only a few studies in RCC patients have demonstrated the possibility of cytokeratin-positive (CK+) cells as markers for CTCs investigated independently in peripheral blood and bone marrow [49, 50] . An increase in the number of CK+ cells in RCC patients correlates with advanced tumour stage in RCC [51] . Bluemke et al. found two types of CTCs in the peripheral blood of RCC patients: cytokeratin (CK+) expressing cells and cells without cytokeratin expression, which are large with tumour-like morphology [49] . Only CK+ cells statistically correlated with the poor overall survival of RCC patients. Similar results have been reported in earlier studies [52, 53] .
In one study conducted with non-metastatic RCC patients, no prognostic relevance was found for disseminated cytokeratin-positive (CK+) cells in the bone marrow [54] . However, in another study, Buchner et al. [50] found the prognostic values of disseminated CK+ cells in the bone marrow of patients with metastatic RCC indicated that these cells played an important role in tumour spread in metastatic RCC. The researchers also found that immunocytochemical detection of these cells could be useful in the assessment of clinical outcomes in patients. However, further characterization of the cells is necessary to evaluate their malignant potential as a relevant therapeutic target for novel systematic therapy. Recently, El-Heiliebi et al. used a new blood filtration technique to distinguish circulating non-hematologic cells (CNHCs) as CTCs in the blood of RCC patients based on cytomorphological criteria [55] .
Gene Expression Pattern in the Development of Metastasis RCC
Gene expression analysis has been widely adopted in clinical and laboratory research to discern genomic background and identify genes that might serve as a prognostic biomarker in metastatic RCC. Identifying such genes could serve to delineate novel targets for the invention of specific anti-cancer drugs. In a recent study, gene expression profiling was performed by comparing microarrays on samples from metastatic and primary RCC patients with other patients' normal kidney tissue [56] . There were 95 gene sets significantly up-regulated in metastatic RCC. The majority of up-regulated genes in these sets were those responsible for DNA replication, cell cycle control, apoptosis and cell mortality. For instance, genes from the minichromosome maintenance gene family (MCM2, MCM4, MCM6 and MCM7), AURKA-coding for a kinase, involved cell cycle regulation and tumour metastasis progression, as well as FEN1 in DNA replication. Other researchers used a different approach to analyse the gene expression profiles based on stepwise progression and metastasis in RCC [57] . Samples from three different progressive sites of RCC were compared-Kidney tissue (N), through early tumour stage (T1) to distant metastasis (M). Caveolin 1, annexin A4 and lysyl oxidase were continuously deregulated on progression, indicating that these genes might be important in driving the tumour toward increased malignancy and metastasis [57] .
In a study of 58 cases, Vasselli et al. identified a gene signature between the primary tumour and one with metastasis RCC [58] . Forty-five genes were consistently upor down-regulated and associated with survival using the Cox proportional hazards model. In addition, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) was revealed to be the most likely biomarker predicting survival of RCC patients. The higher expression for the VCAM-1 gene was significantly associated with longer survival compared to low VCAM-1 expression. Others have reported higher expression of CYYR1 and LDB2 genes associated with disease-free survival with higher expression in tumours that metastasized after 24 months compared to tumours that metastasized earlier [59] . In a different approach, two cell lines derived from a matched primary tumour and adrenal metastasis from the same RCC patients were analysed using similar technology [60] . EGFR, cadherin-6 and vimentin expression were higher in the metastatic cell line. Furthermore, those highly expressed genes were associated with growth factors, cell division, signal transduction and cell-cell adhesion function. Bockhorn et al. analysed the gene expression of cells shedding from two RCC cell lines with different metastatic potential [61] . Their analysis revealed that 23 deregulated genes were involved in metastasis. However, only caveolin-1, CD44 and α3-integrin expression were down regulated in cells shed from both cell lines. These expressions might be important in faster migration of the tumour cells and give shed cells a metastatic advantage.
Molecular differences between tumour subtypes of RCC have been largely unknown. In a study of 112 RCC and normal kidney samples, researchers distinguished the gene Gassenmaier et al. [24] ALDH1 activity Maintain cellular homeostasis Ueda et al. [43] Hoechst 33342 staining ABC activity Addle et al. [28] Rhodamine 123 staining ABC activity Lu et al. [39] Sphere formation Tumour initiation Zhong et al. [29] expression pattern between three major types of RCC: clear cell RCC (ccRCC), papillary RCC (pRCC) and chromophobe RCC (chRCC) [62] . Gene expression was widely correlated with RCC subtype. Down regulation of genes was reported in PRCC and chRCC compared with ccRCC. These genes were responsible for metabolism (GAPD), angiogenesis (ANGPTL4 and VEGF), cell adhesion (COL3A1 and FN1) and immune response (IGHG3 and HLA-DRBI). Upregulation was reported in genes for osteopontin (SPP1) and retinol binding protein 4 (RBP4). Moreover, primary tumour gene expression delineated 12 such genes that were associated with tumour metastasis formation and patient survival. Among them, the most significantly deregulated genes were the human high-mobility group gene (HMGA1), mitochondrial dienoyl-CoA reductase (DECR1), GTP-binding protein (RAGB) and genes belonging to the gene families COL5A1, SLC13A3, SLC29A2, IGFBP3 and GUCY2C [62] . In summary, these finding could serve to discriminate clinically meaningful sub classification of RCC and expression pattern approaches to describe metastasis formation in various RCC sub-types.
Genome expression analysis has been widely implicated in cancer research. Extracting relevant biological insight from such genome data sets remains a major challenge. In recent years, the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) method has been purposed to incorporate knowledge from databases with gene expression data set [63] . Maruschke et al. used the GSEA approach to analyse the expression profile in ccRCC by comparing poorly and well-differentiated tumour tissue samples [64] . Using comparative analysis, the researchers selected 16 expression gene sets out of 120. Genes in these sets were involved in cell motility, signalling, proliferation and metastasis and were gene products in the building of extracellular matrix and as cell surface markers.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this short review of the current literature has shown that the activities of CD105, CXCR4 and ALDH1 represent the most prominent markers for identifying tumour-initiating cells in RCC. These cells are also associated with metastasis initiation and progression. In addition, cells expressing these markers share many common characteristics of the TIC/CSC phenotype, having strong proliferation potential, self-renewal ability, resistance against conventional therapy and the formation of tumours in in vivo studies. Gene expression profiling helps to define TICs and might help develop targeted therapeutics with refined diagnostic data for RCC cure. However, current described gene expression studies cannot be employed into clinical application. Therefore, additional confirmation is needed, and future studies might be helpful to identify relevance with the clinical response in RCC.
